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Glues By Jack Millington, EAA 4101



A N D



he use of glue to produce strong, reliable joints beT tween wooden members is a well-established practice. Unfortunately, the popular concept of glue is based on experience with cheap furniture and makeshift repair work and this has led to a lack of appreciation of the results which can be obtained through the use of good glue and careful workmanship.



A good glue joint in wood is akin to a good welded joint in steel. Both are capable of developing the full strength of the material of which the structure is made . . . but to do this the joints have to be properly designed. In the case of glue this means having a working knowledge of the properties of glue, how it "sticks", how it behaves under tension loads and shearing loads, the effect of wood grain on adhesion, the effect of structural flexing on joints, and so on.



The failure of properly made glue joints invariably occurs in the wood, not in the glue line. Inspection of a failed glue joint will show how the wood fibers have been torn. The strength of a glued joint is not a result of the "stickiness" of the glue, or of the glue acting as a connecting link between the pieces of wood. Instead, in a good joint the wood faces are in actual and uniform contact and the glue bonds the pieces together chemically through the penetration of the glue into the surfaces of the mating parts. Nails, screws and staples are frequently used in glue work and it is important to understand the part they play. They have nothing to do with the strength of the final joint but are used only to apply pressure while the glue is setting. After the glue has set it is quite possible to remove them without materially reducing the strength of the joint. In fact, when plywood skins are used over wooden wing and fuselage frames, the nails are often driven through "nailing strips", or long thin battens of wood. The nailing strip helps distribute pressure, and when the time comes it helps pull out the many small nails. When feasible, nails may be removed. However, if screws are used their removal leaves holes of appreciable size which can detract from the wood's strength. Thus it is usual to leave screws in place, as they serve to fill the holes they have made. Incidentally, the FAA does not approve the used of wood screws in the primary structure of airplanes. Modern waterproof glues are not subject to deterioration from moisture, oil, fungus attack, etc. It is important to remember that there is a difference between a glue that is described as water-resistant and waterproof. Some early glues based on animal products were so palatable to fungus that cases are on record where plywood came apart by reason of the fungus working its way through the glue lines! Modern glues are capable of resisting forces of up to 1V2 tons shear stress per square inch.



Each form of material used in construction work demands its own special design techniques. A bridge over 16



Gluing a river might be built of steel, masonry, wood or concrete. Four bridges, one made of each of these materials, would all serve the same purpose, but each would reveal a distinct design technique which would be based on the material used. Similarly, glued spruce and plywood aircraft structures follow design practices which differ from those used for metal construction. There are two all-important principles for wood: 1. Glue joints must be loaded in shear only. 2. The grain of the wood must lie in a suitable plane. To be glued successfully, wood must have the proper moisture content; about 12 percent is ideal for aircraft work. It is wise to glue members together on the same day they were faced up, to avoid even the slightest warpage of mating surfaces brought about by changes in moisture content. Joint faces should be smooth, free of planer marks, and contain no splinters or loose material of any kind. While good surfaces may be obtained by careful use of a hollow-ground novelty circular saw, the best faces for small areas are produced by careful hand planing. Serrations on the surface caused by nicks or teeth on tools prevent intimate contact of mating faces and are to be avoided. Sandpapering should also be avoided as it is apt to destroy the true flatness of the work and will clog the wood pores with wood dust and abrasive grit, which are unfavorable to good bonding. Some of the skilled old-time airplane mechanics used scraps of window glass for the final scraping job. They would use a straightedge and glass cutter to make a perfectly straight cut on some glass, crack the glass on the score line, and use the pieces as scrapers, holding them so that one edge of the glass would be drawn over the wood at such an angle as to cut a very thin layer off the surface. They also used blue carpenter's chalk to check on fit. Chalk would be rubbed on one part of a splice and the two pieces pressed carefully together. Any high spots would



CORRECT These examples show how direction of grain in glued members has a great effect on strength of the final joint. In A and B there is more or less an edge-grain contact which is weak.



of course show up where chalk had rubbed off. A final light scraping with glass would remove all traces of chalk dust. DECEMBER 1959



Cleanliness is of paramount importance. It is impossible for glue to bond to surfaces contaminated with oil or wax. Always use a lead pencil for marking, instead of a wax crayon. In repair work all varnish, paint and old glue must be removed by scraping and planing down to bare wood. Remember, some paint removing fluids contain wax.



Fitting difficulties during gluing-up operations can be avoided by assembling pieces without glue beforehand and inspecting for close fit all around. When several



members are being joined at one time, such as the capstrips and verticals of a truss rib, it is essential that the edges of the different parts be level with one another to present a flush surface to the gusset. Similarly, in building a box spar the flanges and spacer blocks should be made first, allowed a day or two to stabilize, and the edges of mating pieces dressed flush with each other just before applying the plywood webs. When ready to glue, have all needed items at hand to make assembly time as



short as possible.



resin and a finely-powdered catalyst or hardener. These are mixed just before use and when they set cannot be



dissolved, or be softened by heat.



Containers for mixing the glue should not be of cop-



per or brass. An old glass food jar makes an ideal container for small lots. The quantities of glue ingredients should preferably be weighed, but may be measured by volume. Use one part by weight of powder to four parts by weight of liquid, or three measures of powder to four measures of liquid. Too much powder will make the glue



too thick to use, and too little will result in a weak joint. Add the powder to the liquid gradually, stirring constantly to break up lumps and work out air bubbles. Stir the mixture, do not beat it. Never use a high speed mixer. As soon as blending is complete the glue is ready for use.



At a room temperature of about 70 deg. F. the glue will remain usable for about four hours. At 95 deg., the pot life will be shortened to about an hour. On a hot day the pot life may be extended by placing the glue container into a bath of cool water . . . about 70 deg. is



It should be emphasized that the common fish glues



and hide glues are quite unsuitable for aircraft work. They are difficult to apply properly, have low strength,



and deteriorate rapidly. At the same time, modern production-type resin adhesives requiring high curing temperatures cannot conveniently be used by the amateur. A suitable glue must be easy to use, of very high strength, highly resistant to deterioration, and readily available. Casein glue has been used in aircraft work for over



40 years arid urea resin glue for about 15 years. The more recently developed resorcinol resin type is so superior



to any others, however, that it is now the only kind to be



recommended. Casein glue is comparatively cheap, but as



a typical amateur airplane does not use a great amount of glue this is of small significance. It can be used at



any temperature above freezing but resorcinol glues will not set at temperatures below 70 degrees F. This is normally no disadvantage. Resorcinol glue is less sensitive to variation in moisture content of the wood and does not require such a high clamping pressure as urea resin glue. Because it is not prepared by mixing with water it does not change the moisture content of the wood to any



appreciable extent . . . an effect which can be significant with casein or urea glues. Resorcinol glue is absolutely waterproof and impervious to mould or fungus, while the others, especially casein glue made without a preservative, are only water-resistant and deteriorate under



conditions favorable to fungus growth. Joints made with resorcinol glue maintain their original strength after prolonged exposure to severe variations in temperature and



humidity, where similar conditions would make casein or urea glued joints fail completely.



A resorcinol glue readily available to the amateur and eminently suitable for aircraft work is "Elmer's Waterproof Glue", sold at hardware stores. This was formerly called "Cascophen". It is packaged in convenient-size containers, meets government specifications for this type of



product, and is the same material as supplied to aircraft factories. It may be used at any temperature above 70 degrees F. The following recommendations are applicable



to this type.



The glue is a thermo-setting resin which hardens through a chemical reaction rather than by "drying out". It consists of two ingredients, a reddish, transparent liquid SPORT AVIATION



CORRECT



A.



B-



TOO MUCH OVERLAP



-£ C.



INCORRECT



Care is needed in fitting joints for aircraft work.



These



three examples show how easy it is for an ostensibly



simple, foolproof joint to go together wrong. In B and C, a plywood gusset glued to outside of these splices would have poor contact with the wood and the resulting pockets



of solid glue would be much weaker than if a good woodto-wood bond had been obtained such as in A. Often, aircraft nails are used to prevent slipping or shifting of parts as pressure is applied.



suitable. This will help hold down the glue's temperature. Mix only as much glue as is needed for the job



at hand. Discard the glue when it begins to thicken.



Glue may be applied with a wooden spreader stick for small parts or with a brush for larger surfaces. One of the "acid swabs" sold in hardware stores, a little stiffbristled brush with metal handle, does a nice job on moderate-sized work and costs little. Under ideal conditions



only one surface need be covered with glue, but more often the glue is applied to both mating faces. This is



particularly important in scarf joints. One coat may be forced into the pores of the wood with a putty knife and



be followed by a brushed coat on each piece. It is important to spread glue uniformly. As little time as possible should pass between spread-



ing the glue, assembling the parts, and applying pressure. Open assembly time (before parts are put 'together) is most critical and must be kept short . . . about 15 min. is the allowable time. Maximum closed time (between assembling parts and applying pressure) should not exceed 45 min. These times cannot be added together; if Continued on Page 24 17



A SOARING REGATTA Line-up of the 1-26's on hand for the 1959 1-26 One Design Regatta.



A



Le Mans start at a sailplane meet! A housewife, artist, scientist and college student flying in competition with airline, jet and test pilots shows the wide appeal of one design competition. Sounds unusual, but these were only two of the high-lights that contributed to the very successful 5th Annual 1-26 Regatta held



at Harris Hill near Elmira over the Labor Day weekend,



the largest held to date.



Nineteen one design 1-26 sailplanes from eight states and Canada were present at the 1-26 National Championship. The task on Saturday was a race over a triangular course. On Sunday, a goal and return elapsed time race was held. Monday was an open day for local flying. Otto Zauner of



Vineland, N. J., won the



Schweizer Perpetual 1-26 Championship Trophy.



new



Hank



Henderson, a United Airlines captain, edged out Brad Straus, a Harvard student for second place.



The team



event listed eight entries and was won by Jack Wilkins



of Elmira, N. Y., and Joe Perrucci of Binghamton, N. Y.



The Montreal Soaring Council won the award for the best club attendance.



Besides the excellent performance turned in by the 1-26 contestants and the perfect score compiled by Bernie Carris of Big Flats, N. Y., in winning the open event, there were several other high-lights. There was a parade of the contesting sailplanes on their trailers thru Elmira. This was the first time an event of this type was undertaken. This unique display aroused a great deal of interest. Sunday morning there was a Le Mans start race to



remove sailplanes from their trailers and assemble them ready for flight. The winner, Otto Zauner and his crew



chief, Arthur Heavener, were timed in 7 minutes and 45



seconds and all contestants finished in less than 15 minutes.



The pilots who competed in the 1959 1-26 One Design Regatta, Elmira, N. Y.



GLUES AND GLUING . . . From Page 17 5 min. are used for open assembly it is one-third of the allowable 15 min. and you then have two-thirds of the closed time or 30 min. in which to apply pressure. Usually we never approach these limits but they should be kept in mind in case things should go wrong and there is some question of how long it will take to set them right before proceeding. Thin plywood clamped by small nails is more sensitive to time of assembly than are heavier sections which can be firmly clamped. Note that the times given above apply to room temperatures near 70 deg. At about 95 deg. only one-third of these times is allowable due to the accelerating effect temperature has on the chemical setting action. If glue is evenly applied in sufficient quantity and assembly is achieved in reasonable time with uniform 24



A meeting of the 1-26 One Design Association was held following the Awards Banquet and plans discussed for future regattas. The one-design concept in sailplanes is fairly new, but is rapidly gaining favor in all soaring areas. The majority of the sailplanes attending the Regatta were built by their owners from kits produced by the Schweizer Aircraft Corp., Elmira, N. Y.



pressure, a uniform bead of glue will be forced the joint edges. This is an indication that a has been achieved and should be expected on parts. Excess glue should be wiped off before



out around good joint all critical it hardens.



Jobs should be left under pressure for the following times:



Room Temp.



Hours



70 deg. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3V2 A rough but useful method of maintaining a check on joint quality is to glue two small strips of wood together each day that work is done on the airplane. Use



a lap joint, and leave them under pressure overnight. Shearing the pieces apart in a vise should reveal fractures in the wood fibers rather than in the glue line.



• DECEMBER 1959
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